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CD+M Lighting Design Group is an international lighting design consultancy comprised of designers whose work encompasses a variety
of markets. Our award-winning design team has extensive experience creating innovative custom lighting plans to enhance architectural
environments. Our clients include leading architects, interior designers and developers in more than 20 countries worldwide.
With staff in the US, UAE, UK and PRC, our designers are fluent in multiple languages, maintain close ties to global manufacturers and suppliers
and have an excellent understanding of how to integrate lighting into both architecture and landscaping.

PROCTER & GAMBLE BEIJING INNOVATION CENTER, BEIJING, PRC
Completed in August 2010, Procter & Gamble’s $70
million Beijing Innovation Center is the company’s
sixth research facility worldwide.
The facility
supports P&G’s global business, with it’s primary
focus on development in emerging markets. CD+M
provided specialized lighting consulting for the
development including designing the centerpiece
for the Beijing headquarters, a spectacular LED
chandelier spanning the facility’s five-level lobby.

CATIC AVIC TOWER, SHENZHEN, PRC
The 216 M tall AVIC Center tower book-ends the mixed-use
CATIC City Shenzhen development. The total GFA for this project
is 250,000 SM, including a shopping mall and a super highrise office tower. The design team created a number of green
strategies to meet sustainability goals, such as a green roof and
an energy-efficient façade. CD+M designed the architectural
facades, landscape & interiors for the overall project.

LENOVO HEADQUARTERS, BEIJING, PRC
At the core of the lighting design team’s plans for Lenovo’s
new Global Headquarters is the Owner’s commitment
to receive both LEED Gold and CHINA Green Building
3 Star status. The fundamental concept of the lighting
scheme is to deliver natural light into as many interior
spaces as possible, and supplement with state-of-theart artificial lighting only where necessary. An Advanced
Intelligent Lighting System is integrated throughout the
campus, detecting motion and light levels, enhancing and
refining as necessary to meet the task lighting needs for
each unique space.
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